
Quick installation
guide

Quartix

Parts supplied

1 TCSV10 GPS tracking system

2 OBD connector (to connect to vehicle)

3 GPS and DATA LEDs
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Adhesive fixing pads (may be already fixed to TCSV10)
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Zip ties and fixing pads

Surface cleaning sachet

Locate your OBD socket
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All cars and light trucks sold in the 
United States after January 1 1996 
should have an OBD socket in the 
passenger compartment. 

In light trucks the OBD socket is often 
found above the pedals or under the 

steering wheel (1). It can also be hidden behind a 
trim panel along the dashboard (2,3,5), or in a 
console between the seats (4).

You can find the OBD socket on your vehicle using 
this guide:  quartix.wikiobd.com

Fix the tracking system

Before fixing the GPS 
tracking system, note the 
serial number, highlighted 
in green in this photo.

The system can either be fitted on the dashboard, 
as shown, or on any horizontal surface below the 
dashboard which has a clear view of the sky.

Use the cleaning sachet to prepare the surface and 
the adhesive fixing strips to secure the unit. Ensure 
that it is securely fixed, with no possibility of 
interfering with any of the vehicle’s controls. Use 
the large cable ties as well if possible.

Secure the cabling

Before connecting the OBD plug to the vehicle’s 
diagnostic socket, ensure that the cable to the 
tracking system is securely fixed in place:

• the cable should be hidden behind trim where 
possible and fixed using the cable ties provided.

• if there are no suitable fixing points in the 
vehicle, use the adhesive fixing pads provided.

• surplus cable should be coiled and secured.  

Make sure that there is no possibility of any 
cabling working loose, interfering with vehicle 
controls or being damaged by doors or other 
moving parts.

Connect power & test

Testing the Quartix GPS tracking system couldn’t be 
simpler:

• insert the OBD plug and make sure that neither 
the cable nor the connector obstruct or 
interfere with the controls or pedals.

• run the engine for 5 minutes and turn it off. 
Better still, take the vehicle for a short drive 
around the block.

• Both the GPS and data LEDs should be 
permanently lit shortly after ignition off.

• We recommend that the LEDs are obscured 
with tape or directed away from the driver.

Track your vehicle!
When you have  
connected the tracking 
system and driven it, 
you will receive an 
email from us with a 
link to a page where 
you can enter the unit 
serial number, 
reporting preferences 
and vehicle details.

If you don’t receive an email from us within 10 
minutes, or you can’t track your vehicle, please call 
us on:

(844) 813-6663
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If any part of the installation kit is missing, or you 
are unsure about anything at all, please call us on:

(844) 813-6663


